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243344

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

242551

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

243246

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

242832

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

243042

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

243694

Product Bug

6.2

243211

Product Bug

6.6.5

240831

Product Bug

7.0

243404

Product Bug

7.0.1

ExtraView Confidential

Module
Add & Edit

Title

Release Note

Implement the "Update Main" layout cell attribute on Add
Screens

This functionality now allows the layout cell attribute
"Update Main" to be set when adding related issues from
an add screen. This also allows for the definition of the
ONCLICK_JS data dictionary attribute to control the
behavior of the popup that is used to add the related
issue.
EV Mail
Provide access to the CC recipient list
There is a new EVMail configuration property named
EVMAIL_CC_UDF. This can be set to the name of a user
defined field. When this is done, the CC notification list is
added to this field.
Relationships
Automatically set the size of popup modal add / edit
When a popup window to add or edit an issue is
screens once they have rendered
rendered, it always defaulted to a standard size. This
was sometimes too small for some layouts, meaning the
user needed to resize or scroll around the popup window.
Now, the popup is automatically resized to display its full
contents, unless the containing browser window is not
large enough for the contents.
Search / Report Allow sorting of results on hierarchical report results in a Previously, only the parent level fields on a report using
browser
hierarchies were sortable. Now, all levels of hierarchies
on a report can be sorted in the usual manner by clicking
on the title
Search / Report New ability to apply the same runtime filter value entered If a complex query was performed using runtime filters,
for one "or" condition, to other filters with the same field in and the query used the same filter field and filter value
the query that also use the same runtime filter
multiple times, separated by "or" conditions, it was time
consuming to provide the same runtime filter value
multiple times. There is a new mechanism that allows the
runtime filter values for this type of query to be entered
only once, and ExtraView will then automatically populate
all the other filter fields that are the same.
Database
After applying a hybrid license, administrator could not
This was a bug with a simple workaround. The bug has
see the checkbox to specify concurrent versus named
been fixed.
user
LDAP
LDAP authentication returned "true" but authentication
This happened in a site with the Hybrid licensing scheme
failed
upgrading from version 6.6.5. The problem has been
fixed.
Layout Editor
Occasional lock ups in the Design Center with Internet
This problem was extremely difficult to reproduce. The
Explorer
lock up happened very infrequently, usually after many
hours of work within the Design Center. The problem was
eventually identified as a limitation of Internet Explorer
only handling two connections to the server at a single
instant. After five minutes, Internet Explorer would
release the lock and normal operations would resume.
We have worked around the problem to resolve.
Layout Rendering The UPDATE_MAIN_ISSUE layout cell attribute on Edit This was a bug that was fixed.
buttons of a Related Issue Display failed after a sort
operation
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243041

Product Bug

6.6.1

Search / Report

242797

Product Bug

6.6.4

User Custom

Title

Release Note

Incorrect Originator and Owner values would occasionally This problem was seen on a single customer site, but
appear on Home Page reports
could potentially happen on other sites. The root cause
was traced to different server sessions sharing cached
information from queries. This has been fixed.
Average Subtotals give different results between browser The Excel output for average was not being computed
and Excel output
correctly. This has been fixed.
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